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To whom it may concern, 

Please see below my responses to the unique environment of the Exmouth gulf. Having
lived in Exmouth now for  and purchasing a property here, therefore investing in
town, I feel the need to protect the things that I hold of key importance to the area. The
Exmouth gulf is one of these.

What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you associate or identify with in and
around Exmouth Gulf?
I understand the Exmouth gulf is the nursery for many of the marine fishes, sharks and rays
we have in the area, as well as many invertebrate creatures. In addition it is a resting ground
for the humpback whale population migrating up the coast every year and is an area that
dugongs and manta rays frequent regularly - therefore it holds vital environmental importance.
Socially, the gulf is a place that myself, my family and friends gather frequently. The pristine
environment offers natural surroundings to enjoy, and the development of pipeline fabrication
sites and deepwater ports will impact greatly on one of the last untouched, pristine areas we
have in Australia. Culturally, the gulf offers many great fishing and diving opportunities for
marine enthusiasts - with some peoples livelihoods (e.g. fly-fishing companies) relying on the
health of the marine environment - dredging and constant increased marine traffic is likely to
have a negative impact on the marine life, and therefore will impact the tourism sector of the
town. 

What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf? 
Myself and family regularly frequent the gulf for beaching, boating and other marine activities
such as fishing and wildlife viewing. We regularly meet up with friends and enjoy the pristine
areas the exmouth gulf offers. 

What environmental pressures do you observe in and around Exmouth Gulf? Prawn trawlers
seem to be impacting on the benthic environments, as does an increase in offshore work and
facilities. With climate change and coral bleaching being a current, very serious issue, our
marine environments are already under immense pressure - dredging and further industry will
only increase the environmental pressure on the Exmouth gulf. 

What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf affect you/your sector or
business?

 - . People visiting the area often
comment on the reason why they visited and it is always about the natural beauty and wildlife
we have here - bringing industry, having a deepwater port and gas pipeline site like that
proposed for subsea 7 will mean that when people arrive by car the first thing they see will be
industrialisation - this could set the tone for a holiday which they did not expect. 

Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be proposed) that you are aware of,
which will impact the Exmouth Gulf? 
As mentioned above, I know that Subsea 7 is a proposed project at Heron Point and a
deepwater port near pebble beach. Locals and visitors use and frequent these areas regularly.
They hold huge social, environmental and cultural significance to the area. If development and
industrialisation is approved in the area it will take away from our pristine, natural environment
that so many people value immensely. This will also likely lead to further development and
before you know it, Exmouth will become the next Karratha, Port Hedland or Onslow - why not
use areas that are already established and set up rather than potentially destroy one of the
last, untouched, natural wonders of Western Australia?



Yours Sincerely, 




